The continuum field theory describing the low-energy dynamics of the large-spin onedimensional Heisenberg Bntiferromagnet is found to be the O (3) 
with S"'=@'S(S+ 1), and &~p so that the classical ground state is given by S"=~S(-1)"tt, u =+ a.
In the classical limit, the equations of motion have small-amplitude spin-wave solutions with the frequency-wave-number relation
where a is the lattice spacing, ( 
To study the soliton excitations, a fully nonlinear treatment of (1) is needed. Following Mikeska, ' I use the classical angle-variable representation S"=(-1)" kS(sin&"cosp", sin&"sin@",ense").
The classical equations of motion are easily obtained from (1) in terms of these variables by using the Poisson-bracket algebra (@", S"'j = 5"", q'"=fq'",H], etc. : 
The equations (6) 
expressed in terms of independent canonical classical fields {pg), I-(r')j =j8(x), Ile(x')j =&(x -x'). The corresponding Lagrangian density is easily obtained; in terms of the unit-vector field &{x, t) =(sin8 && cosy, sin8 sing, cos8),
(10) SN(u~(18) PHYSICAL REVIEW LET I 'ERS 11 APRIL 1983 The soliton parameters are given by & =&E j&PI ., and R =(c/(u )S '(m'+ S')" =~pz/(m'+S')"'.
In the semiclassical limit, the soliton energy gap is always much larger than that of the elementary magnon. The soliton rest energy may also be written as E (0) ' . I conclude that the allowed values of the soliton. spin m are integers if the underlying spin chain has integer spin, and half integers if S is half integer. This conclusion can also be reached by considering the spin of an odd-membered ring of spins with periodic boundary conditions; such a structure necessarily contains a soliton.
The semiclassical pictures of the soliton and magnon described above will only be valid for yeah but finite anisotropy, S exp(-&S) «(& -u)"' && 1. The origin of the lower bound is the wellknown renormalization' of the coupling g of the isotropic O(3) nonlinear sigma model due to nonlinear zero-point fluctuations ( instantons"').
The model (9) The half-integer-spin case (T = -1) corresponds to a nonstandard quantization of the sigma model, but the results from the S =~model limit' serve as a guide to its behavior. The w =+s oliton gap only vanishes at the isotropic point , =0, signaling a direct transition of the Kosterlitz-Thouless/t3' = 8& -sine-Gordon-field-theory type to the gapless easy-plane state.
Recent numerical finite-size scaling studies of the S =1 model' provide convincing evidence in favor of the novel" prediction" of an isolated singlet disordered ground state in integer-spin 1D antiferromagnets with sufficiently weak anisotropy.
In conclusion, I note that while the discussion of topological defects of the easy-axis model was specifically one-dimensional in character, the derivation of an equivalence between the lowenergy dynamics of the large-spin Heisenberg antiferromagnet and the O(3) nonlinear sigma model will be independent of dimension. The extension of the derivation to a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice is trivial; (10) is obtained with the
